Interrupting Chicken
by David Ezra Stein
A tale inspired by a favorite joke follows the antics of a young chicken, whose discomfiting habit of interrupting bedtime stories is corrected in a whimsical and unexpected way.

What Is Chasing Duck?
by Jan Thomas
Duck, whose imagination gets the best of him, asks his critter companions for help escaping a mysterious pursuer.

We are Growing!
by Mo Willems
Observing how his fast-growing friends are becoming the tallest, curliest or silliest members of their grass patch while he appears to stay the same, spindly little grass blade Walt discovers his own special distinctiveness in the wake of a big surprise.

Diary of a Worm : Teacher's Pet
by Lori Haskins Houran
An early reader entry in the best-selling picture book series by the Caldecott Honor-winning author of Click, Clack, Moo finds Worm enjoying school and thinking of a perfect present to give his teacher, Mrs. Mulch, on her birthday.

My Kite Is Stuck! : And Other Stories
by Salina Yoon
Big Duck’s adventures include getting his kite out of a tree; dealing with jealousy and forgetting something very important while building a lemonade stand with Porcupine.

The Adventures of Otto : See Pip Point
by David Milgrim
When Pip holds his balloon, Otto is astonished when a breeze sweeps Pip and the balloon away, compelling a daring rescue effort.

Elephant and Piggie Read-Alikes
Books for Gerald and Piggie Fans

Hey, Duck!
by Carin Bramsen
An adorable little duckling is trying to befriend another "duck," but the plucky duckling is oblivious to the fact that his potential pal is, in fact, a cat that just wants to be left alone.

What This Story Needs Is a Pig in a Wig
by Emma J. Virján
Pig embarks on an exciting boat ride and discovers that life is more fun with friends in a cumulative story that features giggle-inducing characters.

The Ear Book
by Al Perkins
Pleasant sounds such as popcorn popping, flutes tooting, hands clapping, and fingers snapping are described in simple words and colorful pictures.
Rex Wrecks It!
by Ben Clanton
A rollicking tale for exuberant youngsters who love both construction and destruction features little dinosaur Rex, who smashes his way through his long-suffering friends’ block buildings, testing their playtime fun and friendship.

Rabbit & Robot: The Sleepover
by Cece Bell
Rabbit is excited about the sleepover he has carefully planned for his friend Robot, but Robot has some different ideas about how things should go.

Ballet Cat: What's Your Favorite Favorite?
by Bob Shea
Ballet Cat and her cousin, Goat, attempt to out-do each other with increasingly elaborate routines and magic tricks that they want to perform for Grandma, a competition that they question when neither act goes quite as planned and Grandma dozes off.

Clara and Clem Take a Ride
by Ethan Long
When Clara and Clem build a car out of blocks, they have no idea where it will take them, but with a little imagination, the two take the trip of a lifetime down winding roads, up tall mountains and across the sky.

A Pig, a Fox, and a Box
by Jonathan Fenske
After finding a box just the right size to hide in, a little fox tries to play some tricks on his big friend, Pig, but things do not work out exactly as he planned.

Brownie & Pearl Hit the Hay
by Cynthia Rylant
A little girl and her cat enjoy preparing for bed with a bath, snack, and bedtime story.

Number One Sam
by Greg Pizzoli
Loving to race cars and winning every competition he enters, little Sam the dog is unsure about what to do when his best friend, Maggie, demonstrates her own racing talents and causes Sam to come in second place for the first time.

Friends Forever
by Derek Anderson
Three early reader stories find unlikely friends Croc and Ally putting their friendship first when one tends to see big problems and the other offers small solutions.

Up, Tall and High
by Ethan Long
Through illustrations, fold-outs and simple text, colorful birds— including a penguin and a peacock—demonstrate the meanings of the words up, tall and high in three laugh-out-loud situations.

Chickens to the Rescue
by John Himmelman
When Farmer Greenstalk loses his watch down a well and Mrs. Greenstalk gets too busy to make the family's dinner, they turn to their group of helpful and heroic chickens to get the jobs done!

Tales for Very Picky Eaters
by Josh Schneider
An extremely picky palate forces young James’ father to make rejected foods seem more appealing through kid-friendly, extra-gross yarns about such fare as pre-chewed gum and lumpy oatmeal that grows so big that it eats the dog.

A Pet for Fly Guy
by Tedd Arnold
A first Fly Guy picture book finds Buzz helping Fly Guy select just the right pet, evaluating such candidates as a licking dog, a chasing frog and a jumpy cricket before settling on a choice.